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Smart Aliens is a competitive game that 
merges a sci-fi shooter and tycoon-style 
open-world gameplay, featuring game 
economics and a ranking system.

Experience fast-paced gameplay in our game Experience fast-paced gameplay in our game 
mods, like Donut Domination, where the 
objective is to bring donuts to your base or 
eliminate enemies for victory. Unlock new 
weapons, level up your Aliens, and enhance 
your fighting skills with each win.

Explore the open world mode and interact Explore the open world mode and interact 
with other players, upgrade your home, teach 
your Smart Aliens new skills, complete 
missions, and follow the captivating storyline. 



Open World
Smart Aliens' open world game mode 
is the heart of the Smart Aliens, 
intricately linked to our Daoverse 
system and AI solutions. This 
captivating mix of tycoon and 
open-world gameplay allows you to 
share your home with a diverse group 
of Aliens that develop their unique 
personalities using our cutting-edge 
Inworld AI technology.



Imagine a game that has a life of its own. In the 

open world game mode, you can check the daily 

newspaper generated by AI and experience 

unique events that are dynamically generated 

each day. As you hang out with your AI aliens, they 

will develop their personalities based on your 

interactions with them. This world is a true living 

and breathing reality that we will create as a 

project.

AI Solutions



SAS Token Utility

Fundraising and
voting Daoverse

Earning by
Devtoearn System

Game Revenue
Distribution



Game
Revenue
Earn Dividends from
Smart Aliens Game



The most important thing for us is to build a 

business that can sustain for long and that is why 

our priority is to let you get dividends inour SAS 

token from Smart Aliens. The system is very simple 

to understand, we will buy back the token from 

the market with fifty percent of net profit of the 

company and then you will receive it by staking.

Game Revenue
Distribution
50% Profit Sharing



SmartNFT

Early Access to Metaroom

Extra Functions in Metaroom

Early Access to Smart Nft Panel

Early Access to Devtoearn Platform

Early Access to Voting System

Can participate in Trailers & Teasers

Unlocked Alien in Smart AliensUnlocked Alien in Smart Aliens

Special Status in Metaverse

Gifts in $SAS tokens (funded from tax)

Daoverse voting rights

Technology powered by Inworld AI

Benefits

https://inworld.ai/



Devtoearn
Earn by developing on Unreal Engine

Develop Publish Earn



Do you want to earn SAS tokens by 
developing? Do a small fund raising 
using our Daoverse platform and if 
community will decide that your idea is 
good enough... well, it's time to start 
the work. Provide all the files and do it 
good enough so we can confirm the 
transaction and vest tokens for you, 
leter you can claim them as your 
reward.

Is this not good enough? Fine, you can Is this not good enough? Fine, you can 
upload your own game if its made 
partly on our assets to our game and 
compete with our game. Do you want 
to make money doing that? Sure, no 
problem, we have it. Take part of the 
profit your game mode will generate.



As a gamer, I've noticed that fellow 
enthusiasts eagerly anticipate new 
game releases.

However, it's not uncommon for us to However, it's not uncommon for us to 
feel slightly let down when the game 
finally drops. Fortunately, there are 
modders out there who are willing to 
fix these issues, often without any 
compensation, so that fans can 
ultimately enjoy the game.



30% Fairlaunch

21% Liquidity Dex 

15% Cex Listings

8% Devtoearn (Vested)

8% Staking (Vested)

8% Game Funding (Half Vested)

5% Marketing5% Marketing

5% Team (Vested)

Tokenomics

Tax: 5%



Meet our team

Founder Co-Founder Chief Technology
Officer

Marketing

Moderator

Moderator Moderator Moderator

Advisor

Hype Man



THANK YOU


